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ABSTRACT
Introduction: This study aimed to compare operative outcomes between the lateral approach
(LA) and the central approach (CA) to insertional Achilles tendinopathy (IAT).
Methods: We retrospectively reviewed patients who underwent surgical treatment for IAT
using the LA or CA. Patients’ demographic data, postoperative complications and satisfaction
rate were reviewed. Clinical outcomes were prospectively assessed preoperatively, at three
months postoperatively and at the last visit, including patients’ visual analogue scale (VAS)
scores for pain, American Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society (AOFAS) Ankle-Hindfoot
Scale scores and 36-item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) scores.
Results: There were 39 patients in the LA group and 32 in the CA group. In each group,
average VAS and AOFAS Scale scores improved significantly. SF-36 scores improved in most
parameters. No significant difference in baseline score; average AOFAS Scale score at each
visit; and mean VAS score preoperatively and at last visit; satisfaction rate; and overall
complication rate were observed between the groups. The mean VAS score in the LA group at
postoperative three months was significantly lower than that in the CA group (2.7 ± 2.5 vs. 4.4
± 3.0; p = 0.016). There were significantly more cases of delayed wound healing in the LA
group than in the CA group (2.6% vs. 15.6%; p = 0.049).
Conclusion: Both approaches had comparable outcomes for IAT in terms of functional
improvement, pain relief, overall enhancement of patients’ health condition and overall
postoperative complication rate. The LA provided better short-term pain relief and reduced
delayed wound healing compared with the CA.

Keywords: Achilles tendon, central tendon-splitting approach, lateral approach, operative
procedure, tendinopathy
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INTRODUCTION
Insertional Achilles tendinopathy (IAT), a disease at the insertional area of the Achilles tendon
into the calcaneum, is characterised by pain, swelling and impaired performance.(1) It is a
common cause of posterior heel pain and is more prevalent in young and active populations,
particularly athletes.(2) The annual incidence of this disorder in top-level runners is 7%–9%.(3)
Although the exact pathogenesis of IAT remains unknown, increased mechanical strain,
advancing age and decreased vascularity are often deemed as causative factors.(4-6) Clinical
presentations include localised pain over the posterior heel, swelling, burning and stiffness,
which usually are aggravated by exertion.(7) Radiology may show calcifications at the insertion
of the Achilles tendon, with oedema and thickening of the insertional area of the tendon that
may be seen on magnetic resonance imaging.(8,9)
Nonoperative treatments, such as activity and footwear modification, eccentric training
and extracorporeal shockwave therapy, are the primary management.(10-12) Should
nonoperative treatments fail, operative treatments may be considered. Surgery typically
includes partial or total detachment of the Achilles tendon, excision of retrocalcaneal bursa,
resection of prominent superior calcaneal tuberosity, debridement of the diseased tendon and
reattachment of the tendon.(6,12) A tendon transfer may be considered.(4,13) The surgery can be
done either by open or endoscopic means. Open surgery may be performed with a single
longitudinal incision (placed either laterally or medially) or a central tendon-splitting incision.
A single transverse incision, a J-shaped incision, and a combination of lateral and medial
incisions have also been described. However, to the best of our knowledge, the most effective
open operative approach has yet to be defined.
The objective of this study was to retrospectively compare the outcomes of operative
treatment of IAT between the lateral approach (LA) and the central tendon-splitting approach
(CA), using prospectively collected data.
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METHODS
This study was approved by our institutional review board and informed consent was obtained.
A retrospective review was done of patients who underwent operative treatment for IAT
between August 2007 and May 2015 at Singapore General Hospital, Singapore. All patients
were diagnosed with IAT based on preoperative clinical, imaging and intraoperative findings
of the affected heel. The operative procedure included partial detachment of the Achilles
tendon, debridement of the diseased tendon, excision of retrocalcaneal bursa, resection of
prominent superior calcaneal tuberosity and reattachment of the tendon. Patients were excluded
if they had a previous Achilles tendon rupture or other previous surgeries, had infection over
the same heel, or had undergone operative correction with complete detachment of the Achilles
tendon.
Patients were categorised into the LA group and CA group based on the two different
open operative approaches. All patients’ medical records were retrieved. Data extracted
included gender, age, body mass index (BMI), length of conservative management, duration of
surgery, length of hospitalisation and postoperative complications. Preoperative data that was
prospectively collected included: visual analogue scale (VAS) scores to measure preoperative
and postoperative subjective pain during activity (with 0 indicating no pain and 10 indicating
extremely severe pain); American Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society (AOFAS) AnkleHindfoot Scale scores; and 36-item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) scores to evaluate
functional outcome. In the SF-36, eight parameters are scored on a scale of 0 to 100, with 100
being the maximal level of possible function. Scores of a subjective question involving
postoperative satisfaction were also prospectively recorded. Patients were asked to rate the
overall result of the surgery (1 = excellent, 2 = very good, 3 = good, 4 = fair, 5 = poor and 6 =
terrible).
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All operations were performed by the senior author (i.e. Rikhraj IS). Patients were given
prophylactic antibiotics at the induction of anaesthesia and for 24 hours postoperatively,
together with adequate analgesics. A thigh tourniquet was applied for all patients. For the
lateral approach, as described by Lin et al,(14) the patient was placed in the lateral position under
anaesthesia. A lateral incision parallel to the lateral border of the Achilles tendon was marked
out (Fig. 1) and made. The Achilles tendon was exposed and partially detached from the lateral
aspect, and the diseased part of the tendon was debrided. For the central tendon-splitting
approach, as described by McGarvey et al(15) and Xia et al,(16) the patient was placed in the
prone position with a midline incision marked out (Fig. 2). The Achilles tendon was centrally
split and partially detached from the calcaneum along the tendon insertion from the midline to
the lateral half.
For both groups, the debridement of fibrous degeneration and calcification dictated the
amount of tendon that remained. This was decided by the surgeon through repetitive palpation
of the tendon. The retrocalcaneal bursa was excised to expose the superior aspect of the
calcaneum, and Haglund’s prominence was resected using an oscillating saw and rongeurs.
Subsequently, the Achilles tendon was reattached to the posterior calcaneum using two suture
anchors (HEALIX BRTM Anchor with Orthocord, Corkscrew FT II [Arthrex, Naples, FL, USA]
or InsiteTM FT Suture Anchor System [Tornier, Bloomington, MN, USA]), with the foot in
plantigrade position. The wound was thoroughly irrigated, followed by closure of subcutaneous
tissue and the skin.
Sutures over the operative wound were removed between postoperative day (POD) 14
and POD 21 based on the condition of wound healing. All patients followed the same
rehabilitation protocol. A non-weight-bearing plaster cast was applied with the foot in
plantigrade position for 1–3 weeks after the operation, followed by a weight-bearing-astolerated controlled ankle motion walker boot until six weeks postoperatively. Footwear was
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subsequently allowed. Following removal of the cast or the walker boot, rehabilitation was
initiated, consisting of Achilles tendon stretching, ankle range of motion exercises and
proprioception training. The rehabilitation was continued until functional goals were met. We
prospectively recorded postoperative VAS, AOFAS Ankle-Hindfoot scale and SF-36 scores at
the three-month postoperative visit and the last visit, as well as satisfaction rate at the last visit.
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 20.0 (IBM Corp,
Armonk, NY, USA). Two-tailed paired t-test and one-way analysis of variation were used to
assess the differences in preoperative and postoperative data. Mann-Whitney U test and chisquare test were applied to evaluate the differences between the two groups. The level of
significance was set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS
The data of 84 patients who were diagnosed with insertional Achilles tendinopathy (i.e. 84
heels) and had undergone operative treatment were reviewed. 13 patients who had previous
surgeries on the same heel were excluded. The remaining 71 patients were allocated into the
LA group (39 heels) and CA group (32 heels). Patient demographics are summarised in Table
I. There was no significant difference between the two groups in terms of age, gender,
preoperative BMI, side of operated heel, operating duration and length of hospitalisation. The
average follow-up duration was 16.1 ± 7.6 (range 10–45) months and 16.2 ± 4.9 (range 12–27)
months in the LA group and CA group, respectively.

Table I. Demographic data of the patients.
Parameter
No. (%)
LA group (n = 39)
CA group (n = 32)
*
55
±
12
(20.2–75.7)
58
± 11 (25.9–78.9)
Age at surgery (yr)
Gender
Female
28 (72)
19 (59)
Male
11 (28)
13 (41)
†
28.1 ± 3.7
28.9 ± 3.9
Body mass index

p-value
0.229
0.271

0.367
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Side of operated heel
Right
23 (59)
19 (59)
0.973
Left
16 (41)
13 (41)
44.3 ± 8.6
50.9 ± 20.3
0.446
Duration of surgery† (min)
1.6 ± 1.3
1.7 ± 1.2
0.108
Length of hospital stay†
(day)
16.1 ± 7.6 (10–45)
16.2 ± 4.9 (12–27)
0.283
Follow-up duration* (mth)
Data is presented as *mean ± standard deviation (range), †mean ± standard deviation. LA:
lateral approach; CA: central approach

In the LA group, mean VAS score improved significantly from 7.1 ± 1.7 preoperatively
to 2.7 ± 2.5 at the three-month postoperative visit (p < 0.001) and 1.4 ± 2.1 at the last visit (p
< 0.001). Similarly, in the CA group, the preoperative mean VAS score of 7.4 ± 1.7 also
significantly improved to 4.4 ± 3.0 at three months postoperatively (p < 0.001) and to 0.7 ± 1.6
at the last visit (p < 0.001). When comparing VAS scores between the LA and CA groups, a
significant difference was observed at the three-month postoperative visit (p = 0.016), while
no significant difference was seen preoperatively (p = 0.432) and at the last visit (p = 0.142).
Average AOFAS Ankle-Hindfoot Scale scores in the LA group increased significantly
from 43.1 ± 15.3 preoperatively to 68.5 ± 19.8 at the three-month postoperative visit (p < 0.001)
and 88.7 ± 14.6 at the last visit (p < 0.001). In the CA group, scores increased significantly
from 43.0 ± 17.6 preoperatively to 60.8 ± 21.2 at the three-month postoperative visit (p < 0.001)
and 91.8 ± 9.8 at the last visit (p < 0.001). When comparing average AOFAS Ankle-Hindfoot
Scale scores between the LA and CA groups, no significant difference was seen at the
preoperative (p = 0.945), three-month postoperative (p = 0.094) or last visit (p = 0.554). SF-36
scores improved in most of the parameters, but there was no significant difference between the
two groups postoperatively. These assessments are summarised in Table II.

Table II. Clinical outcomes of the patients.
Parameter
Mean ± standard deviation
LA group
CA group
VAS pain scale

p-value
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Preoperative
7.1 ± 1.7
7.4 ± 1.7
0.432
3-mth postoperative
2.7 ± 2.5
4.4 ± 3.0
0.016*
Last visit
1.4 ± 2.1
0.7 ± 1.6
0.142
p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
AOFAS Ankle-Hindfoot Scale
Preoperative
43.1 ± 15.3
43.0 ± 17.6
0.945
3-mth postoperative
68.5 ± 19.8
60.8 ± 21.2
0.094
Last visit
88.7 ± 14.6
91.8 ± 9.8
0.554
p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
SF-36
Physical function
Preoperative
58.7 ± 23.0
53.0 ± 27.6
0.375
Last visit
78.0 ± 18.1
78.0 ± 15.0
0.678
p-value
< 0.001*
0.008*
Role limitations (physical)
Preoperative
24.4 ± 36.0
24.2 ± 38.4
0.840
Last visit
72.4 ± 39.7
76.6 ± 39.1
0.577
p-value
0.235
0.059
Bodily pain
Preoperative
34.2 ± 16.3
34.3 ± 21.4
0.753
Last visit
65.7 ± 26.6
67.1 ± 22.5
0.806
p-value
0.152
0.033*
General health
Preoperative
67.5 ± 27.7
76.2 ± 17.4
0.330
Last visit
73.3 ± 20.2
72.6 ± 20.3
0.949
p-value
0.364
0.015*
Vitality
Preoperative
66.4 ± 24.5
68.9 ± 21.2
0.735
Last visit
72.8 ± 20.9
73.3 ± 19.2
0.883
p-value
0.003*
0.003*
Social function
Preoperative
65.7 ± 36.6
59.4 ± 38.6
0.493
Last visit
88.1 ± 26.4
96.9 ± 13.8
0.084
p-value
< 0.001*
0.176
Role limitations (emotional)
Preoperative
84.6 ± 32.3
96.9 ± 17.7
0.034*
Last visit
96.6 ± 14.9
98.4 ± 8.8
0.654
p-value
0.121
0.861
Mental health
Preoperative
76.7 ± 18.1
79.3 ± 19.8
0.402
Last visit
84.7 ± 12.3
85.9 ± 13.1
0.443
p-value
0.044*
< 0.001*
*Difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05). AOFAS: American Orthopaedic Foot and
Ankle Society; CA: central approach; LA: lateral approach; SF-36: 36-item Short Form
Health Survey; VAS: visual analogue scale
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Postoperative complications for both study groups are summarised in Table III.
Complications in the LA group included painful scarring (7.7%), wound sensation impairment
(7.7%), delayed wound healing (2.6%), superficial wound infection (2.6%) and overgrown
osteophytes at the heel requiring a secondary operation (2.6%), while those in the CA group
included painful scarring (6.3%), wound sensation impairment (3.1%) and delayed wound
healing (15.6%). There was no superficial wound infection in the CA group. No Achilles
tendon rupture or deep wound infection was noted in both groups. Delayed wound healing,
which occurs when a wound takes a longer-than-expected time to completely heal, was defined
in this study as complete healing of a heel wound that takes longer than three weeks. We
observed that the occurrence of delayed wound healing in the CA group was significantly
higher as compared with the LA group (p = 0.049). For all other complications, no significant
difference was detected. The overall complication rate was comparable, at 23.1% in the LA
group and 25.0% in the CA group (p = 0.850). The overall satisfaction rate was 87.2% in the
LA group and 87.5% in the CA group (p = 0.968).

Table III. Postoperative complications and satisfaction rate.
Parameter
No. (%)
LA group (n = 39) CA group (n = 32)
Postoperative complication
Painful scar
3 (7.7)
2 (6.3)
Wound sensation impairment
3 (7.7)
1 (3.1)
Delayed wound healing
1 (2.6)
5 (15.6)
Superficial wound infection
1 (2.6)
0 (0)
Overgrown osteophyte
1 (2.6)
0 (0)
9 (23.1)
8 (25.0)
Overall complication rate
34 (87.2)
28 (87.5)
Satisfaction rate
CA: central approach; LA: lateral approach

p-value

0.813
0.406
0.049
0.362
0.362
0.850
0.968

DISCUSSION
Although different open approaches have been described for operative management of IAT,
there is a paucity of literature on the comparison between different approaches, and the optimal
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approach has not been defined. The current study reviewed 71 heels that were diagnosed with
IAT and treated surgically, comparing the outcomes of 39 heels that were operated on using
the LA with that of 32 heels for which the CA was used. At the best of our knowledge, this is
the study with the largest sample size that focuses on comparing the effectiveness and
complications of the LA and CA for IAT.
The LA to the posterior heel was popularised by Palmer(17) and is a common approach
for IAT. It provides direct exposure of the posterolateral heel, particularly superolateral
calcaneal exostosis. The major disadvantage of this approach is sural nerve injury, leading to
numbness or paraesthesia of the skin.(18) Yodlowski et al(19) reported that as many as 34.1% of
the patients had altered sensation of the skin. However, the incidence of impaired wound
sensation in their study was 7.7%, with no statistically significant difference in wound
sensation impairment between the two approaches. Our relatively low rate of nerve injury may
be explained by the fact that soft tissue was meticulously handled to minimise nerve injury.
The CA for IAT was first introduced by McGarvey et al in 2002(15) and has gained more
popularity in the past few years. It provides excellent visualisation of pathologies over the
posterior heel and reduces the incidence of sural nerve injury.(20,21) This approach also allows
surgeons to treat intratendinous lesions or simultaneously perform a tendon release.(22,23) A
cadaveric study(24) showed that the central incision lies between the peroneal angiosome and
the posterior tibial angiosome; this may minimise vascular compromise from the heel surgery.
However, one of the drawbacks of the CA is that it results in substantial tension over the wound
after closure and, therefore, may cause delayed wound healing and wound dehiscence, as were
commonly reported in previous studies.(15,20,21,25,26) Similarly, we observed in our study that the
CA led to significantly more cases of delayed wound healing when compared with the LA.
Both the LA and CA have been demonstrated to be effective. In the LA group, there
was significant improvement in pain (i.e. mean postoperative scores), AOFAS Ankle-Hindfoot
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Scale scores and SF-36 scores in our study, and the findings were similar to those reported in
previous studies.(9,14,19,27) Similarly, significant improvement in pain and function were noted
in the CA group, and the results were in agreement with observations reported by previous
studies.(20,25,28,29) The two approaches were comparable in effectiveness in improving pain
scores, AOFAS Ankle-Hindfoot Scales and SF-36 scores, and this is consistent with the results
of Anderson et al.(30) In our study, the satisfaction rate of surgery using the CA was 87.5%,
which falls within the range of 77%–100% reported in the literature.(15,28,29,31) The satisfaction
rate with the LA was 87.2% with no significant difference between the two approaches in terms
of subjective evaluation.
Interestingly, we observed that the CA resulted in significant more short-term pain
when compared with the LA. However, both approaches were comparable in long-term pain
relief. Although this may not be clinically significant, one possible explanation is that shortterm heel pain may be related to the position and condition of the surgical wound, as recovery
from open retrocalcaneal decompression is usually prolonged.(20,27) The surgical wound from
the CA lies posteriorly against the heel counter of footwear and tends to be more irritated by
the pressure, particularly when the wound is still oedematous during recovery. However, once
the patient has completely recovered, the wound from the CA does not cause more pain when
compared to that from the LA.
The results of the current study need to be interpreted in light of its limitations. First,
the follow-up duration is relatively short. Previous studies suggested that patients who
underwent surgical correction for Haglund’s deformity took six months to two years to
recover.(27,32) A longer follow-up duration may be required to evaluate the long-term outcomes
of different approaches. Second, the number of patients in this study is relatively small, and the
sample size may be not large enough to detect any potential difference between the two surgical
approaches. Last, this is a retrospective study from a single institution, which may result in
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selection and observational biases. A prospective multicentre study with a longer follow-up
duration and larger sample size is required to further evaluate the advantages and disadvantages
of the LA or CA for operative management of IAT.
In conclusion, the LA and the CA with the operative techniques we described were
effective treatments for IAT that resulted in similar functional improvement, long-term pain
relief and overall enhancement of patients’ health conditions. The two approaches were
comparable in overall postoperative complication rate. With meticulous soft tissue handling,
the LA provided better pain relief in the short term and reduced delayed wound healing as
compared with the CA.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 Photograph shows the lateral approach, parallel to the anterior border of the Achilles
tendon, marked out on the heel of one of the subjects.

Fig. 2 Photograph shows the central tendon-splitting approach marked out on the heel of one
of the subjects.

